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ABSTRACT 

Gaslflcatron of large char particles with CO2 
experlmentally and with model studies. 

and II20 has been Investigated both 

A local volumetric rate model 1s derived that takes Into account the chemical reactlon 
rate and the effective dlffuslvlty berng a function of the local carbon conversIon 
and thereforea function of time and posltlon wIthIn the particle. 
The model Includes shrlnklng unreacted core and homogeneous reaction as extreme cases. 
Chemical reactlon rates of powdered deal wood char were measured for different CO 
and/or H20 concentrations (0.05 - 2 mol/m3) and as a function of the carbon conve?slon 
and temperature (1073 - 1273 K) by means of a modlfled thermobalance. 
In separate single particle tests the effective dlffuslvity has been determined for 
different carbon conversions. 
A specially deslgned single particle reactor has been used for local carbon conversion 
measurement wlthln 0,04 m particles. Carbon conversion profiles obtained differ from 
those predicted by the shrinking core and homogeneous reaction extremes but could be 
very well explalned by the local volumetric rate model. 
As an example results obtalned from a 3 kg/h co-current moving bed wood gasifler are 
presented. 
Char conversLon, particle diameter and temperature proflles agree well with the re- 
ductzon zone model based on the local volumetric-rate particle model. 

INTRODUCTION 

Worldwide renewed Lnterest 1s being grven to gaslfzcation as a means of utllising solid 
carbonaceous materials, such as coal and biomass, 
chemicals (e.g. Klass, 1978). 

for the productlon of energy and 
Allthough gasification is a very old process, it is only 

relatively recently that chemical reaction engineering work has been devoted to this 
process. The reasons for this are the complex physical and chemical properties of the 
solid fuel and the many reactions involved, which cannot be specified precisely for 
reactor design. During gasification the solid fuel successively dries, pyrolysis in 
which the solid residue develops a higher carbon content - and reacts with 0 
CO2 and H2_ These latter heterogeneous char - gas reactions control the fina Z' 

H20, 
burn-out 

of the char particle and can dominate the composition of the productgas. It will be 
shown that, for large particles in a wide range of conditions, these processes cannot 
be described by ezther a homogeneous reaction rate or the shrinking unreacted core 
model. Such conditions prevail in moving and fluidised bed gaslfiers, as ~~11 be 
demonstrated for a co-current moving bed biomass gaslfler. Therefore a more general 
particle model has been used, a local volumetric rate model. It takes into account 
that both the chemical reaction rate and the rate of diffusion are functions of the 
local char conversion wlthzn the particle, The validity of this local volumetric rate 
model is demonstrated by experiments determinlng the local and overall conversion of a 
large char particle. 

PARTICLE MODELS 

The partrcle model has to describe the heterogeneous reactlons of gases and of a 
porous reacting solrd. The model ~111 be applied to a wide range of gaslficatlon con- 
dltlons and thus has to be flexible enough to take into account. 
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- complex krnetrcs such as general order ~_n the gaseous reactant(s), Langmurr 
- Hlnselwood klnetrcs and/or equilibrium reactzon systems; and 

- reactron rate and diffuslvlty bezng a function of the local char conversron (for 
instance due to the changes in the internal pore structure). 

Non-catalytrc gas-solrd reaction models can be divided Into structural and volumetric 
models. 
The structural models descrrbe ezther the internal solid matrix (grarnmodels) or the 
Internal pore structure (pore deveiopment models) durrng conversion with a constant 
surface rate of reaction. Pore development models (e.g. Hashrmoto, 1973) take into 
account that, inrtrally, mlcropores are created, wrth subsequent enlargment of exrs- 
tzng pores whrch, later, coalesce. Consequently these models can explain the frequent- 
ly observed experimental fact that the surface area per unit volume, and thus the 
volumetrrc reactron rate, goes through a maxrmum (Turkdogan, 1970, Beshty, 1978). A 
problem however, is that too much experimental data are necessary to determzne the 
model parameters rndepently and that the surface rate of reaction Itself might not be 
constant. Gram models (e.g. Szekely, 1976) srmplrfy the internal solrd matrrx to a 
cluster of regular shaped nonporous grams; the conversion of a grain is descrrbed wrth 
the shrlnklng unreacted core model. If diffusfon effects can be excluded then, based 
on an initial gram size, the model predlcts a volumetric reaction rate decreasrng with 
increasing char conversron. This predrcted decrease is not always equivalent to 
experrmental frndrngs. 
As was shown by Chida (1978), the local carbon conversion can be calculated wrth a 
gram model based on the local grain size whrch gives (via the local internal surface 
area), the local porosity, the reactron rate and diffusivity. Chrda ascrrbes dlfferen- 
ces between his experimental results and theory to unknown geometrical factors. An 
analytrcal volumetrrc rate model has been presented by Wen (1968). Thus model predicts 
the local carbon conversion wrthin the pellet, based on the assumption that the dlffu- 
srvrty and the volumetric reaction rate are Independent of the local char converszon. 
It allows for the shrrnkrng of the pellet. However, their mathematical formulation 
makes It difficult to allow for other than first order kinetics with respect to the 
gaseous reactant and zeroth order to the char, but numerrcal solutions are possrble. 
The advantage of volumetric rate models IS that they can use functions relating the 
reactrvrty and diffusivrty wrth the conversion, either with or without a structural 
basrs. Thus, as long as the structural models can not predict this functions suffr- 
clently accurate, experrmentally found relatrons should be preferred. Tt 1s then prac- 
tIca to relate the reactlonrateto thecarbonconcentration and the diffusivrty to the 
porosrty. 

THE LOCAL VOLHMETETC BATE MODEL 

For char gasrficatlon under our experrmental condltzons, to be descrrbed later, we can 
make the following assumptions. 
1. pseudo-steady state approxrmatlon 1s approprrate for describing the concentration of 

the gaseous reactants within the pellet 
2. externalmasstransport is excluded here but can be Incorporated easrly 
3. no temperature gradients exists 
4. transport of the products out of the pellet has no influence on the drffusion of the 

reactants and does not influence the process rate. 

For the reaction A + S + P the rate may be expressed as - R = k Cn Cm (1) 
other expressrons are possible, however and have been used * n the &odel? The concentra- 
tion of gas A within the porous pellet is given by 

De (x,t) d2 CA (x,t) 
d x2 

+a dC$;x¶t) _RA'O (2) 
and the concentration of carbon within the pellet is given by d Cs (x,t) = _RA 

dt (3) 

with De (x,t) = D % f (E) (4) 
E = I - (I - Eo) CS/Cs(o) 
a = the geometric factor = o for a slab; 1 for a cylinder, 2 for a sphere. 

Boundary condrtrons. 
x=L CA’ CAo. x=0 dCA/dx'o, t=o Cs = C,(o) 
to allow for shrrnkrng of the partrcle: Cs C 0.02 C,(o) L = L (t). 
Thus set of equations can be solved according to the method of Baker and Olrphant 
(1960), a three point backwards difference scheme using a linearisatron in CA for the 
rate equatron (1). 
To verify this model experrments have been carried out with wood char to find the rate 
equation (I), the drffusionfunction (4) and the carbon conversion function (3) indepen- 
dently. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

ReactIonrate 
Based on thermogravlmetrzc analysis of powdered wood char, the rate expresslon has 
been found for the reactlon of carbon with CO2 and R20 as a function of the concen- 
tratlon of CO2 and/or H20, the carbonconcantration and temperature, while mass transfer 
lunltatlons were excluded (see Fig. 1, 2, 3) (Groeneveld, 1980) 
- RA = k Cs (CC02 + cR,C)*-~ and k = A exp (- 2171OO/RT) 

A may vary from batch to batch from 106 - 107 ~-~rn~*' mol-"*7 allthough the activatzon 
energy and reactlon order remain the same. 

mol mol o < Cs -+z 25000 --m3-, 0,05 < CH2C -Z 0.3 F 0,lO < CCC2 < 2.2 s 

1073 < T < 1273K 

Fig. 1 Arrhenlus plot; 

Fig. 3 Reaction rate as 
functzon of the carbon 
concentration. 
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Fig. 2 Reaction rate as 
function of CR20 and/or 
Cco2; 

Dlffuslvlty 
As IS pointed out by Turkdogan (1970), wood char has a much larger diffuslvity m one 
dIrectIon than m the other dlrectlons. Consequently wood char IS described here as a 
slab. The diffuslvlty IS measured gravlmetlcally as CO2 diffuses through the pellet 
and absorbs Into a concentrated KOH solution (Groeneveld, 1980). It IS found that the 
dlffuslvlty varies between 0.14 - 0.20 D for an unreacted char particle (E = 0.75) and 
0.70 D for a homogeneous reacted char particle (E = 0.82). 
This rapld Increase could be explained by the fast removal of tyloses out of the 
macropores, remaznlng from the capillary woodstructure The following relation was 
used for 0 75 < E < 0.84. De = D (7.69 e - 5.62) and 0.84 zz E < I De - D**E. 

Char conversion profiles 
Wrth 4 * 2 * 2 10-L m wood char particles experiments have been carried out to deter- 
mine the carbon concentration as a function of the posltlon within the partzcle after 
exposing it for a certain time to a Cog/N2 mixture at temperatures between 973 - 1253K. 
In the experLmenta1 set-up, that char particle was cut into slices, piled up agaln in 
a quarts container and the space between the particle and the container fllled with 
metal slrces (see Fig. 4). The container was then put into a quarts tube with a spiral 
to preheat the CO2/N2 mixture. 
Thus tube was surrounded by an oven. The slices were weighed before and after the 
reaction with CO2 to determine the local carbon concentration. The experimental set-up 
was so deszgned that- 
1. external mass transfer of CO2 had no Lnfluence. 

Thus was tested with water evaporation experiments to determrne the Sherwood- 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

In 

Reynolds relation wrthin thrs geometry. 
No temperature gradients existed withIn or outside the particle. This was tested 
both from drrect measurement of the char temperature and by calculations. 
Diffusron to the side walls of the particle is neglectable. In one experiment the 
particle was sliced only after the reaction. Results showed no difference but thL.s 
technique was more complicated, however. 
The startrng materral was homogeneous and weight loss by pyrolyses up to 1250 K was 
less then 3% In two hours. 
Fig. 5 some experrmental results are presented. 

oven 
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘ 

Fxg, 4 experimental set up to determine local carbon conversions. 
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Fig. 5 Local carbon conversrons, the stepped curve 
is the experimental one, the drawn line the 
calculated conversron, 
For most experiments CC021 was 17,5% and 
C,(o) = 30.000 mol/m3 

For the calculatrons the'previously described kinetic and diffusion relations were used. 
The pre-exponentral factor was taken as 0.6 106 for all experiments, which was slightly 
lower than observed in the thermogravimetric analysrs 
The experlmental results on carbon profiles show clearly that the conversion cannot be 
described accurately wrth either the shrlnklng unreacted core or the homogeneous 
reaction models 
The experiments were surprrsingly reproducible despite the starting material being made 
from three different pieces of wood. 
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TABLE 1 Calculated and experrmental resrdence times belonging to Frg. 5 

overall 
conversron 

1028 K 10 9 % 
1113 3.4 
1118 18.0 
1153 12.2 
1173 39.0 
1198 12.9 
1223 40 0 

t (exp) 
21600 s 
4500 

20940 
5400 

20460 
2700 

13920 

t(calculated) 

20170 s 
3690 

19340 
5390 

20620 
2610 

12460 

DISCUSSION 

The presented results of the model calculatrons are based on the experrmentally found 
krnetlc and drffusrvlty relations. A single pre-exponetral factor can be used for all 
experrments Referrrng to Frg. 5 and Table 1 It can be seen that the model calculations 
describe accurately both overall and local carbon conversrons,rt was only at a consr- 
derable distance from the particle boundary that experrmental conversrons were slrghtly 
hrgher than predrcted, whrch, as yet, cannot be explarned. It should be notrced that 
the model presented here can easrly be adapted to other krnetlc relations and that 
structural models can be Included, In case they predict correctly the volume rate of 
reactron and the dlffusrvrty as a functron of the local carbon conversron. 
We used model calculations based on the local volumetrrc rate model to predrct char 
conversrons and char propertres In the reductron zone of a co-current movrng bed 
gaslfrer (Groeneveld, 1979, 1980) (see frg. 6). 
In a properly desrgned gasrfrer a hot gas contarnrng N2, C02, H20 and some CH4 together 
with char enters the reductron zone. The sensrble heat of the Inlet flows LS used there 
for the endothermrc reactrons of CO2 and H20 with char 
For thus applrcatron the krnetrcs m the partrcle model Include the reversrble reac- 
trons of CO2 and H20 wrth char together wrth the homogeneous shaft equllrbrrum 
(CO + H20 = CO2 + H20) In the calculatrons the char partrcles are assumed to be XSO- 
troprc spheres. 
In practrce only at hrgher conversrons the rather anisotroprcmacro pore structure 1s. 
more or less broken up, but at present rt does not seem Justrfled to take thus effect 
Into account. 
The partrcle model 1s combrned wrth the 
heat and mass transfer equations 
descrrbrng transfer between the char 
and the gasphase. 
The sollds flow 1s governed by the 
shrrnklng of the char partrcles 
assuming that char 1s removed from the 
outer partrcle layers when the carbon con- 
centration 1s less then 2% of C,(o). The 
local gas flowrate follows from the mass 
and heat balance The reductzon zone model 
relates the local values of gas 
composrtron, gasflow, temperatures, char 
propertres and the charflow to the rnlet 
condltrons. 
In table 2 and Frg, 7 experrmental results 
and model calculatrons are gxven showing 
that the model descrrbes the experiments 
well 

air 

dryrng zone 

pyrolysrs zone 
oxrdatron zone 

reduction zone 

Fig. 6 Co-current Gasrfrer. 
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Table 2. 

TypIcal experlmental data and results from the reaction 
englneerlng model for the reduction zone 

1 
exp talc 

In wood kg/s/m2 .225 .225 

moisture kg/s/m2 -036 -036 

air kg/s/m2 596 596 

dp 10 3 m 24 8 24.8 

z m 0.45 0 53 

T air K 300 300 

Out: gas kg/s/m2 846 .852 

N2 VOLX 49 0 47.5 

CO VOlX 15 0 15.3 

CO2 vol% 11.3 12.1 

H2 VOlX 13.4 12.4 

CH4 vol% 0.8 0.8 

H20 vol% 10.5 11.9 

*H,n kW/m' 4068 4068 

*Hchem/*H,n X 67 66 

AH sens/AHln % 27 

Fig. 7. ExperImental and calculated conversion, temperature 
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Or 

and char particle dzameter for experiment 1. 

ZCM- c 
measured and calculated 
char c~nvers~.c~n ITI the 
reduction zone as a 
functuxx of the dLstance 
from the air Inlet 

00 ZbJ- 
LO 

00 XCJ- 

temperature profiles Particle diameter as a function 
of the conversion in the gas~f~er 

0 thermocouple measurements 0 measured particle radius 

a calculated gas temperature a homogeneous reactxon model 

b calculated char temperature b shrlnklng unreacted core model 
c local volumetric rate model 
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A 
a 
C 
D 
De 
k 
L 
m 
n 
P 
R 
RA 
T 
t 

I 
E 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

pre exponentxal factor 
geometry factor In (2) 
concentratxon 
molecular dxffuslvlty 
effectxve dxffuslvlty 
reactlon rate constant 
xnltlal length of particle 
reactzon order in S 
reactlon order in A 
pressure 
gasconstant 
reactlonrate of A 
temperature 
time 
coordinate 
conversion 
porosity 

Subscrrpt 
A gaseous reactant A 
s solId reactant (carbon) 

mol m-3 

mm; s-1 S--1 
mol(l-n-m) m-3(1-n-d S-1 

m 

kPa 
8 314 Jmol-l K-' 
mol m-3 s-1 
K 
s 
m 
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